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Abstract In order to better represent Mars-solar wind interaction, we present an unprecedented model
achieving spatial resolution down to 50 km, a so far unexplored resolution for global kinetic models of the
Martian ionized environment. Such resolution approaches the ionospheric plasma scale height. In practice,
the model is derived from a ﬁrst version described in Modolo et al. (2005). An important eﬀort of
parallelization has been conducted and is presented here. A better description of the ionosphere was
also implemented including ionospheric chemistry, electrical conductivities, and a drag force modeling
the ion-neutral collisions in the ionosphere. This new version of the code, named LatHyS (Latmos Hybrid
Simulation), is here used to characterize the impact of various spatial resolutions on simulation results.
In addition, and following a global model challenge eﬀort, we present the results of simulation run for
three cases which allow addressing the eﬀect of the suprathermal corona and of the solar EUV activity on
the magnetospheric plasma boundaries and on the global escape. Simulation results showed that global
patterns are relatively similar for the diﬀerent spatial resolution runs, but ﬁnest grid runs provide a better
representation of the ionosphere and display more details of the planetary plasma dynamic. Simulation
results suggest that a signiﬁcant fraction of escaping O+ ions is originated from below 1200 km altitude.
1. Introduction
Since the sixties several planetary missions have explored the neutral and ionized environment of Mars and
have led to a comprehensive picture of Mars’ atmosphere/ionosphere/solar wind coupling. The interaction
of the solar wind with Mars clearly contributes to the erosion of the gaseous envelop and has potentially
an important impact on the atmospheric evolution of the planet. The electromagnetic coupling with the
Martian atmosphere takes place through ionization processes: ionization by solar photons, electron impact
ionization (incident plasma electrons ionize the upper atmosphere), and charge exchange between ionized
and neutral particles producing a cold ion and a fast neutral. Due to the supermagnetosonic nature of the
solar wind, the interaction region is preceded by a collisionless bow shock (BS) which decelerates, heats, and
compresses the solar wind, thereby allowing the incident plasma to ﬂow around the obstacle. Gradually, as
the solar wind ﬂow approaches the Martian ionosphere, more and more planetary ions are picked up by the
ﬂow. This mass loading of the solar wind contributes to the loss of momentum of the incident ﬂow. More-
over, because the ionosphere is a conductive layer, its interaction with the solar wind induces a pileup and a
twist of the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld lines around the planet. This region is called the inducedmagneto-
sphere and is mainly populated by planetary ions. This simple picture is more complex due to the presence of
highly localized remanentmagnetic ﬁeld sources, discovered byMars Global Surveyor [Acunaet al., 1999]. The
characterization of the inducedmagnetosphere have been accomplished by several recent spacemissions, in
particular, by Mars Global Surveyor [Albee et al., 2001] or Mars Express [Chicarro et al., 2004]. Since September
2014, the MAVEN spacecraft has been observing the Martian upper atmosphere and its interaction with the
solar wind [Jakosky et al., 2015]. One of themain goals of themission is to determine the role that loss to space
of volatiles from the Mars atmosphere has played along Mars’ history. Reviews of our pre-MAVEN knowledge
of the Mars-solar wind interaction and atmospheric escape are summarized in Lillis et al. [2015].
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Modeling eﬀorts have been conducted to support the analysis of in situ measurements and to understand
the impact of speciﬁc parameters (solar EUV, dynamic pressure, etc.) on theMartian environment. Global sim-
ulation models of Mars’ interaction with the solar wind have been developed with various formalisms since
the 1980s. One of the ﬁrst models used a magnetogasdynamic approach [Spreiter and Stahara, 1980]. Since
then, more sophisticated models have been developed with diﬀerent formalisms such as multispecies MHD
[e.g.,Maet al., 2002, 2004;MaandNagy, 2007; Terada et al., 2009;Maet al., 2014], multiﬂuidMHD [e.g., Harnett
andWinglee, 2006; Najib et al., 2011; Riousset et al., 2013; Dong et al., 2014, 2015a, 2015b], and hybrid models
[e.g.,Modolo et al., 2005, 2006, 2012; Kallio et al., 2010; Brecht andLedvina, 2010; Bößwetter et al., 2007]. Another
approach is to use test particle models to study the properties and the dynamic of a speciﬁc ion population
[e.g., Chaufray et al., 2007; Fang et al., 2010; Curry et al., 2013, 2015; Poppe and Curry, 2014]. All these models
are able to characterize the plasma dynamic and the electromagnetic ﬁeld behavior in the Martian ionized
environment aswell as the solar wind interactionwith the upper atmosphere and the induced ion escape rate
estimates.
A three-dimensional multispecies hybrid model dedicated to the description of the plasma dynamic induced
by Mars’ interaction with the solar wind was developed few years ago [Modolo et al., 2005, 2006]. This
approach, based on a kinetic description of the ions and a ﬂuid description of the electrons, takes into account
self-consistently the Hall term which breaks the symmetry of the system. The model developed by Modolo
et al. [2005, 2006] is the only model to involve self-consistently the alpha particles of the solar wind. This
allowed Chanteur et al. [2009] to estimate the contribution of the solar wind helium balance of the Martian
atmosphere. In addition, hybrid approaches includeLarmor radii eﬀectswhichareexpected tobecome impor-
tant at high altitudes and allowas an example thedescriptionof theoxygenplumealong themotional electric
ﬁeld direction (E = −v×B). Computational resources for the hybrid approach usually constrain the simulation
spatial resolution.
Recently, a modeling eﬀort has been undertaken to improve the spatial resolution of the hybrid model as
well as the ionospheric description leading to the LatHyS (Latmos Hybrid Simulation) model. This manuscript
reports on the technical developments to parallelize the simulation code and describes the speciﬁc improve-
ments of the ionospheric description.
This new version of the simulation model has been used to investigate the solar wind interaction with
Mercury [Richer etal., 2012], the Jovianplasma-Ganymede interaction [Leclercqetal., 2016] and the interaction
between a magnetic cloud and a terrestrial magnetosphere [Turc et al., 2015].
In parallel, an international modeling team supported by the International Space Science Institute at Bern,
Switzerland, focused on intercomparison between models and observations. This global model challenge
leads to the ﬁrst community-wide eﬀort to compare global plasma interaction models for Mars [Brain et al.,
2010]. This eﬀort highlights new topics as the role of the hot exosphere on plasma escape and its impact
on the interaction region. In addition, discrepancies between results of diﬀerent models were identiﬁed and
explained by slightly diﬀerent inputs or boundary conditions inherent to each model. A new challenge has
been undertaken and three simulations, namely, RUN A, RUN B, and RUN C, were performed by the diﬀer-
ent modeling teams, with more speciﬁcation concerning the neutral atmosphere, the ionosphere, and the
extendedexosphere. These three runs are expected togivemore informationon the inﬂuenceof theextended
exosphere and the EUV ﬂux on the Martian ionized environment.
In this paper, we present these runs as realized by LatHyS code and address the following questions:
1. What is the importance of the extended exosphere on plasma escape?
2. What is the role of the solar EUV radiation on controlling the structure of the interaction region and plasma
escape?
3. How are simulation results sensitive to the spatial resolution?
Section2describes thehybrid formalism, theparallelization, and theperformanceof the code. Thedescription
of the neutral environment, the ionosphere, and the input parameters are presented in section 3. Global simu-
lation results, the impact of a “hot” exospheric component and of the solar EUV ﬂux on theMartian boundary,
and the global escape rate are discussed in section 4.
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2. Simulation Model
To study the interaction between an incident plasma and a planetary object, the most complete approach
consists in determining the evolution of the distribution function of each species “s” of the plasma fs(x, v, t)
governed by the Vlasov equation and the electromagnetic ﬁeld determined self-consistently from Maxwell’s
equations. Due to limitations of the computational resources, this approach is usually not applicable to
three-dimensional fully kinetic models. The simplest mathematical formalism used is an ideal MHD model
which describes the plasma as a single nonresistive ﬂuid coupled to the Faraday’s equation. An intermediate
approach, between fully kinetic and MHD models, consists of representing the electron as a ﬂuid while ions
are described using a kinetic formalism. This approach, although more binding in terms of computational
resources than a ﬂuid model, is based on less assumption and include more physics (Hall term, Larmor radius
eﬀect, etc.). A complete review of these formalisms, their respective assumptions and limitations are detailed
in Ledvina et al. [2008], Kallio et al. [2011], andWinske et al. [2003].
2.1. Hybrid Formalism
Hybrid models are able to describe physical phenomena at ion scales, beyond the scope of MHD. In a hybrid
model, electrons are treated as an inertialess ﬂuid, contributing to electric current and enforcing theneutrality
of the plasma, while a kinetic description is adopted for the ions. Ions are therefore represented by individual
particles called macroparticles. A macroparticle does not represent one ion but a cloud of ions with a given
density andwith the same properties (ions with the same charge,mass, velocity, and origin). The position and
velocity of a macroparticle “j” obey the laws for the motion of physical particles:
dxj
dt
= vj (1)
mj
dvj
dt
= qj(E + vj × B) − Fc (2)
where qj and mj are the charge and the mass of the particle “j”, respectively, and xj and vj the position and
velocity of the particle, respectively. Fc is a drag force exerted by the atmosphere on the charged particle;
it describes the ion-neutral elastic collisions. We consider the eﬀect of collisions as friction in the equation
of motion. The expression of the drag force on the particle “j” is Fc = mj𝜈in(vj − un), with un the velocity
of the neutral targets that we assume to be at rest in the planetary frame (un = 0) and 𝜈in is an average
ion-neutral collision frequency for momentum transfer [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. The elastic ion-neutral
collision frequency can be approximated by 𝜈in = 2.6 × 10−9nn(𝛼0∕𝜇A)1∕2 s−1 where nn is the neutral num-
ber density in cm−3, 𝜇A is the ion-neutral reduced mass in atomic units, and 𝛼0 is the atomic polarizability
(𝛼0 = 0.7910−24 cm−3 for O and 𝛼0 = 2.63 × 10−24 cm−3 for CO2) [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. For simpliﬁcation
we used an average value between O and CO2 for the atomic polarizability.
The density ns of particle species “s” is determined from the distribution function
ns(x, t) = ∫ fs(x, v, t)d3v (3)
The bulk velocity and the ionic current of species “s” are therefore
Us(x, t) =
1
ns(x, t) ∫ vfs(x, v, t)d
3v (4)
Js(x, t) = qsns(x, t)Us(x, t) (5)
The total ionic current corresponds to the sum of ionic currents of all of ion species ( Ji =
∑
s Js(x, t) = eniUi ,
with ni the ion number density and Ui the ion velocity). The total current is
J = Je + Ji (6)
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The assumption of a massless and charge-neutralizing ﬂuid, for the description of the electrons, leading to
ne =
∑
s ns, implies that the electron plasma oscillations and electron inertial lengths cannot be described.
Similar to Lipatov et al. [2011], for massless electrons the momentum equation of the electron ﬂuid takes the
form of the standard generalized Ohm’s law [e.g., Braginskii, 1965].
E = −
Je × B
𝜌
−
𝛁pe
𝜌
−
me
e
∑
s
𝜈e,s
(
(Ui − Us) −
J
𝜌
)
−
me𝜈a,e0
e
Ue (7)
where pe is the scalar electron pressure and Je is estimated from equation (6). Like Lipatov et al. [2011], in our
simulation we assume that |Ui − Us| << J∕(ne) and we drop the third and the ﬁfth terms from the right
side of equation (7). The eﬀective conductivity which appears indirectly in equation (7) is 𝜎0 =
e2ne
me𝜈es
with
𝜈es = 5.4 × 10−10ns
√
Te s
−1 the electron-neutral collision frequency [Kelley, 1989]. Even without the presence
of an intrinsicmagnetic ﬁeld, the draping and thepileup in the inducedmagnetosphere lead tomagnetic ﬁeld
of the order of several tens of nanoteslas, thus in the upper ionosphere (>150–200 km) 𝜔ce = eB∕me >>𝜈en,
which implies that the parallel conductivity is larger than Pedersen and Hall conductivities. In this case par-
ticles have a motion tightly bound perpendicular to B but are free to move along B. In the lower ionosphere
(where ne > 1000 cm
−3) a perfectly conducting ionosphere is assumed with vi − ve = 0.
The time evolution of themagnetic ﬁeld results from Faraday’s equation, meanwhile satisfying the solenoidal
condition:
𝜕B
𝜕t
= −𝛁 × E (8)
𝛁 ⋅ B = 0 (9)
Since electrons are treated as a ﬂuid, a closure equation is required. Diﬀerent assumptions can bemade on the
electron temperature, usually a simple adiabatic law, but more elaborated models can also solve an energy
equation for electrons. Since solarwind and ionospheric electrons have diﬀerent temperatures (10–100 eV for
the solar wind electrons, 0.1–10 eV for ionospheric electrons), this model involves two electron ﬂuids, one for
solar wind (ne,sw) and one for ionospheric (ne,i) electrons [Modolo andChanteur, 2008; Simon et al., 2006]. Solar
wind and ionospheric electron densities are determined from the solar wind ion densities (ne,sw =
∑
k=sw nk)
and from the ionospheric ion densities (ne,i =
∑
k=iono. nk), respectively. The solar wind electron popula-
tion is assumed to follow an adiabatic behavior, while ionospheric electron follows a polytropic equation
with index varying between 0 (isobaric process) and 5/3 (adiabatic process). The variation of the polytropic
index depends upon the electron density, and therefore, it allows going smoothly from a deep ionosphere
region where a barotropic ionosphere is assumed to a solar wind region, where an adiabatic behavior is
expected. Without this varying polytropic index, the electronic gradient pressure force could act inward and
outward, respectively, below and above the ionospheric peak and could contribute to diﬀuse and extend the
ionospheric region.
2.2. Numerical Scheme
Hybrid codes are numerical models which resolve the temporal evolution of the plasma described by a set
of discrete equations equivalent to a Vlasov system. The most used algorithms for plasma-celestial bodies
interaction are the Harned [1982] scheme, the Kallio and Janhunen [2001], and theMatthews [1994] schemes.
In this model, E and B are computed on two identical grids interleaved by half a grid cell in all directions to
ensure a divergence-free magnetic ﬁeld at second-order approximation [Birdsall and Langdon, 2004]. This is
a common feature to many electromagnetic codes. The magnetic ﬁeld, the density, the electron pressure,
ionic currents, and other momenta are computed at each corner of the cell of the B grid (in reference to the
magnetic ﬁeld). The electric ﬁeld is deﬁned at the corner of the cell of the E grid, which corresponds to the
center of the cell of the B grid. Such shifted B and E grids allow an optimal computation of rotational and
gradients that appear in Maxwell equations. The 𝛁 × E is located at the same position as B and is accurate to
the second order inΔx. Reciprocally, 𝛁 × B and 𝛁Pe are computed on the E grid.
Ions are described by a set ofmacroparticles. Eachmacroparticle has the volume and the shape of a numerical
cell (see Leclercq et al. [2016] for details). The position of the macroparticle is identiﬁed by its center of mass.
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Charge density and ionic current at a given grid point (xk) are deﬁned by the position and the speed of the
macroparticles via the following expressions:
𝜌k =
∑
s
𝜙k(xs)qs (10)
Jk =
∑
s
𝜙k(xs)qsvs (11)
𝜙k(xs) represents the contribution of the macroparticle s, with its center located at xs, to the grid point k. A
common cloud-In-cell technique is used to determine the contribution of the macroparticle to density and
currents on the grid points [Birdsall and Langdon, 2004].
To determine the electric and magnetic ﬁelds seen by the macroparticles, we use the same interpolation
technique in order to avoid artiﬁcial forces exerted by the grid on the particles [Birdsall and Langdon, 2004].
A common leapfrog scheme is used to push particles. The core of the present hybrid model is based on
the Current Advance Method and Cyclic Leapfrog algorithm designed by Matthews [1994], now frequently
referred as CAMCL. This latter reference gives a detailed description of the CAMCL algorithm and of its valida-
tion tests. The CAMCL kernel has been redesigned for themodeling of planetary environments [Modolo et al.,
2005; Modolo and Chanteur, 2008; Richer et al., 2012; Leclercq et al., 2016]. First, variable statistical weights of
macroparticles were implemented to enable a large range of physical densities extending over more than six
decades [Modolo and Chanteur, 2008]. Second, sources and sinks of particles and open boundary conditions
were deﬁned and adapted either to subsonic or supersonic ﬂows of the external plasma. Third, the simulation
code was parallelized as brieﬂy described in section 2.3.
The macroparticle weight is proportional to the number of physical ions represented by the macroparti-
cle. When a new macroparticle is created through one of the physical production processes, its weight can
be rather large, especially in the ionospheric region. If one of these “heavy” macroparticles reaches the
low-density region, it might contribute to increase the numerical noise in the simulation due to the inher-
ent limited statistics of this approach. To solve this issue a splitting technique has been implemented. When
a numerical particle with a statistical weight larger than the weight corresponding to 3 times the solar wind
density reaches a distance from the obstacle larger than a given value (700 km in the presented results), the
macroparticle is split in two daughter particles which have half of the statistical weight of the parent particle.
Daughter particle conserves the same identity and the same speed as the parent particle. The positions of the
new particles are shifted by a small randomdistance±Δs from the original particle position. This randomdis-
tance is such that Δs < 5 × 10−3Δx with Δx as the spatial step of the simulation. Therefore, the mass center
is exactly conserved during the splitting process. This very small random distance ensures the continuity of
particle trajectory, but the two daughter particles will get a slightly diﬀerent acceleration due to cloud-in-cell
interpolation technique, and their trajectory will start diverging after few time steps.
2.3. Parallelization and Performance
Sequential simulation codes, i.e., those which are executed on a single processor and treat instructions one
by one, are the simplest in terms of programming eﬀort but present few drawbacks. Performances of these
sequential models are linked to the available computational CPU characteristics. For kinetic simulations,
hybrid, or full particle-in-cell, the number of numerical particles are the main driver for the memory require-
ments of a simulation. Since the number of particles is proportional (at the ﬁrst order) to the number of
cells, we can quickly reach the limits of the available resources (the memory associated to a single proces-
sor) when reducing the spatial resolution. In addition, the computational time increases with the number of
particles leading to simulations which can last several weeks on a single processor. To overcome these con-
straints and to better optimize the simulationmodel, a parallelization eﬀort was undertaken. The best known
approaches are as follows: (i) OpenMP amultitask parallelization software for sharedmemorymachines (pres-
ence ofmany cores on a single node), (ii)MPI software, parallelizationby exchangeofmessages for distributed
memory machines (cluster servers/nodes), and (iii) the parallelization on graphics card (using coprocessors
on GPU graphics cards to deport calculation of the node). LatHySmakes use of MPI [Message Passing Interface
Forum, 2012].
2.4. Domain Decomposition
The domain decomposition method is widely used in parallelization and is well adapted to distributed
memory and parallel architectures. It decomposes the simulation domain into subdomains with as many
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subdomains as processes. Each subdomain is associated to a unique process. The number of subdomains,
their dimensions, depend on the number of processes used for the simulation run. Information found at the
subdomain interfaces are operated through communications betweenprocesses ( physical or virtual ) sharing
these interfaces, because in our approach theX axis corresponds to thedirectionof the incomingplasmaﬂow;
the topology of the domain decomposition is two dimensional and lies within the YZ plane of the simulation
in order to minimize the number of communications.
Each process will realize the calculations in its subdomain for both ﬁelds and particles. Processes are grouped
into communicators which allow exchange of messages to a certain group of processes. In the simula-
tion model, two communicators are deﬁned and used for exchange messages: one for periodic boundary
conditions and a second one for open boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are detailed in section 3.4.2.
2.5. Individual and Collective Communications
Individual communications or point-to-point communications are used to exchange information between
two processes, while collective communications allow a process to send this information to all processes
belonging to the same communicator. Collective communications are used to distribute global informa-
tion such as the total number of particles or the total magnetic energy of the simulation. Point-to-point
communications represent the vast majority of send/receive directives made during a run and are neighbor-
hoods communications, that is to say, between a process and its eight neighbors. These communications are
involved in the management of particles and interfaces between subdomains associated to processes.
2.5.1. Managing Particles
At each time step, eachprocess “pushes” particles of its subdomain. It is thennecessary to identify theparticles
that leave the subdomain and to determine their new subdomain. The exchange ofmessages is performed in
two steps. First, each process tags and informs all receiver subdomains about the number of particles theywill
receive and from which process. This step allows to prepare the reception of particles by allocating memory
space for the data to be exchanged.
The second step consists in sending information about transferred particle (position, velocity, charge, mass,
origin, etc.) to the destination process. This information is collected in a structure created speciﬁcally for
this purpose. Diﬀerent communicators are used depending upon the origin of the particle (solar wind or
ionospheric) and their associated boundary conditions.
2.5.2. Managing Interfaces Between Subdomains
Fields and moments calculations are determined on mesh nodes. Grid points may be therefore common to
several subdomains if they are located on the interfaces between two subdomains.
A particular attention is paid to the calculation of ion moments and currents. At grid points located on inter-
faces, since ionmoment and current contributions are determined from particles within the subdomain, thus
particle contributions from neighboring subdomains cannot be taken into account. To solve this problem,
processes add the contributions to the ion moments and current of neighbor subdomains for all interface
grid points.
2.6. Performance
The parallelized simulation code has been tested, validated, and is currently used on a mesoscale computa-
tional platform: CICLAD (http://ciclad-web.ipsl.jussieu.fr/accueil/). The platform server is based on a x86–64
architecture and each node is interconnected by inﬁniband cables. A common task inHigh PerformanceCom-
puting (HPC) is to determine the performances of the simulationmodel. A scalability test has beenperformed,
and we have simulated the propagation of a free solar wind in the simulation domain for diﬀerent numbers
of CPUs and measured the performance enhancement, i.e., the speedup.
In our test, the problem size stays ﬁxed but we increased the number of processing elements; it refers to the
strong scaling case. The strong scaling eﬃciency is determined by the ratio between the amount of time t1
to complete the work and the amount time tp needed to complete the work on p processing element. Strong
scaling eﬃciency is given by
S(p) =
t1
tp × p
where p is the number of processors used for parallel simulation. In strong scaling, ideally, a program should
scale linearly. In general, it is harder to achieve good strong scaling at larger process counts since the
communicationoverhead formany/most algorithms increases inproportion to thenumberof processes used.
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Figure 1. Parallel speedup of the code. The blue curve shows the real performance.)
Figure 1 displays the performance of the code showing a relatively good behavior of the parallelization
scheme.
3. The Martian Simulation Model
3.1. The Neutral Environment
The Martian neutral environment is described as a one-dimensional radial density proﬁle of CO2, H, and O
which are displayed in Figure 2. Information concerning the neutral environment is based on inputs from
the international team of the Solar Wind Model Challenge at the International Space Science Institute (ISSI)
in Bern, [Brain et al., 2010] and are available at http://www.issibern.ch/teams/martianplasma/. Atmospheric
density proﬁles are partly derived from the Mars thermosphere global circulation model (MTGCM) [Bougher
et al., 2000, 2006, 2008], except for the atomic hydrogen corona, assuming a spherically symmetric neutral
environment. Three simulations, noted RUN A, RUN B, and RUN C, have been performed and represent diﬀer-
ent states of the Martian neutral environment, for solar minimum (RUN A and RUN B) andmaximum (RUN C).
RUN A describes only the “cold” population, i.e., the thermal component of the atomic hydrogen and oxygen
of the thermosphere, while RUN B (like RUN C) combines both the “cold” and the “hot” populations for these
two neutral species. Thermospheric proﬁles are based on the MTGCM which was run for Ls = 270, F10.7 = 34
at Mars for RUN A and RUN B, while RUN C was based on results for Ls = 270, F10.7 = 105 at Mars. Proﬁles of
the “hot” oxygen corona are based on Valeille et al. [2010] results. O and CO2 proﬁles have been ﬁtted from
MTGCM results by a combination of exponential terms:
nX (z) = n1 exp(−z∕h1) + n2 exp(−z∕h2) + n3 exp(−z∕h3) + n4 exp(−z∕h4) + n5 exp(−z∕h5) (12)
where z is the altitude (in km), ni and hi represent a reference density and a scale height, respectively (Table 1).
Figure 2. Density proﬁles for the CO2 (blue), O (red), and H (green) used in the simulations. Full lines represent the
proﬁles used for RUN A, the dashed lines for RUN B while the dotted lines are for RUN C.
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Table 1. Numerical Values of Fitting Parameters of Equation (12) for O and CO2 Density Proﬁles
a
“Cold” Population “Hot” Population
RUN # (n1, h1) (n2, h2) (n3, h3) (n4, h4) (n5, h5)
RUN A (CO2) (6.04e
18, 6.98) (1.66e15, 11.49) - - -
RUN B (CO2) (6.04e
18, 6.98) (1.66e15, 11.49) - - -
RUN C (CO2) (5.88e
18, 7.0) (3.55e13, 16.67) - - -
RUN A (O) (5.85e13, 10.56) (7.02e09, 33.97) - - -
RUN B (O) (5.85e13, 10.56) (7.02e09, 33.97) (5.23e23, 626.2) (9.76e2, 2790.) (3.71e14, 88.47)
RUN C (O) (2.33e13, 12.27) (2.84e09, 48.57) (1.5e4, 696.9) (2.92e3, 2891.) (5.01e4, 99.19)
aRUN A does not include a “hot” population.
For hydrogen, the density proﬁle used is a combination of results from Anderson and Hord [1971] and
Krasnopolsky [2002]. Hydrogenproﬁles in the homosphere andheterosphere havebeendescribedby the sum
of two exponentials. The ﬁrst (second) term represents the hydrogen proﬁle below (above) the homopause.
For RUN A, we simpliﬁed the hydrogen proﬁle by extrapolating at high altitude, above the homopause.
We assume that both hydrogen populations are isothermal ﬂuids in pressure equilibrium in the gravity ﬁeld
of the planet with
nH(z) = n1 exp
(
a1 ∗
( 1
z + 3393.5
− 1
3593.5
))
+ n2 exp
(
a2 ∗
( 1
z + 3393.5
− 1
3593.5
))
(13)
where a1,2 =
GMMarsmH
kBT1,2
withG the universal gravitational constant,MMars themass of the planet,mH themass of
one hydrogen atom, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T1,2 the temperatures of the “cold” and “hot” populations
for subscripts 1 and 2, respectively. The parameter n1,2 represents the reference densities at the exobase for
each population. Values of the coeﬃcients are given in Table 2.
3.2. Plasma Sources
Photoproduction. Local photoproduction rates of CO+2 , O
+, andH+ are calculatedbymakinguseof the Extreme
UltraViolet ﬂuxmodel for Aeronomics Calculations (EUVAC) developedby Richards et al. [1994] and taking into
account the atmospheric photoabsorption. EUVAC is based on a reference spectrum involving 37wavelength
intervals, covering a range of 5 to 105 nm. Production rates are calculated with the usual expression [see
Schunk and Nagy, 2004]:
qphoto
X+
(z, 𝜒) = nX (z)∫
𝜆t
0
𝜎 iX (𝜆)I∞(𝜆) exp
[
−𝜏(z, 𝜆, 𝜒)
]
d𝜆 (14)
with qX+ the production rate of the ion species X
+, nX (z) the density of the neutral component X at the alti-
tude z, 𝜎 iX the ionization cross section of the species X , I∞ the nonattenuated solar EUV ﬂux calculated with
the EUVAC model [Richards et al., 1994], and 𝜏 the optical depth. The optical depth 𝜏(z, 𝜆, 𝜒), speciﬁes the
attenuation of the solar irradiance by the atmosphere. It is deﬁned as
𝜏(z, 𝜆, 𝜒) ≡ ∫
z
∞
∑
s
ns(z)𝜎as (𝜆) sec𝜒dz (15)
where𝜎as are the absorption cross sections,𝜒 is the solar zenith angle, and index s corresponds to the twomain
neutral speciesof interest (CO2 andO).Note that this expressionof theoptical depth is valid for𝜒 < 75
∘. Above
Table 2. Numerical Values of Fitting Parameters of Equation (13) for Atomic H Density Proﬁlea
“Cold” Population “Hot” Population
RUN # (n1, a1) (n2, a2)
RUN A (1.5e5, 2.5965e4) –
RUN B (1.5e5, 2.5965e4) (1.9e4, 1.0365e4)
RUN C (1.e3, 9.25e5) (3.e4, 1.48e4)
aRUN A does not include a “hot” population.
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Table 3. Coeﬃcients of Electron Impact Ionization (H+ and O+)
Frequency (cm3 s−1) A0 A1 A2 A3 A4
𝜈H+ −1143.33 323.767 −35.0431 1.69073 −0.0306575
𝜈O+ −1233.29 347.764 −37.4128 1.79337 −0.0322777
this limit the full expression of the optical depth deﬁned by Rees [1989] has been used. The photoabsorption
by the atmosphere of the planet is computed from the radial proﬁles of the neutral species CO2 and H and
using photoabsorption cross sections given by Schunk and Nagy [2004]. Photoproduction calculations are
computed consistently with the neutral MTGCM simulations, i.e., with an F10.7 index of 34 (at Mars) for RUN A
and RUN B, and an F10.7 index of 105 for RUN C. Indeed, the EUVAC model requires a daily F10.7 and an 81 day
average, for each run we used identical daily averaged values.
Electron impact ionization.When the energy of the electrons is large enough (above the ionization threshold
of the neutral atom or molecule), the neutral species can be ionized through collisions with electrons either
directly
X + e− −→ X+ + e− + e− (16)
or by auto-ionization after excitation
X + e− −→ X∗ + e− (17)
X∗ −→ X+ + e− (18)
Total cross sections of atoms andmolecules by electron impact are available at the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology [Kim et al., 2004]. Ionization cross sections by electron impact of O and H have been
used to determine the ionization frequency. The electronic impact frequency is computed from [Cravens
et al., 1987]
𝜈eX+ (Te) = ne ∫
∞
0
v𝜎(v)f (v, Te)4𝜋v2dv (19)
Assuming that the electron distribution function is Maxwellian and isotropic, this hypothesis might be inade-
quate in certain cases, particularly downstream of a collisionless bow shock where the electronic distribution
function appears to be a ﬂat-topped function. The electron impact coeﬃcient rate 𝜈e(Te) can be represented
by an exponential function with polynomial terms in the exponent:
𝜈eX+ (Te) = exp
(
A0 + A1·x + A2·x2 + A3·x3 + A4·x4
)
(20)
where x = ln(Te) and Ai are ﬁtted coeﬃcients. These coeﬃcients are listed in Table 3. Thus, the production
rate of a given species by electron impact ionization is
qeX+ = 𝜈
e
X+nX (21)
Charge exchange. Charge exchange reactions are not strictly speaking production processes since no new
electrons are produced and themomentum of the incident ion is just kept by neutralized ion which becomes
an ENA (energetic neutral atom). The reaction is
X+ +M −→ XENA +M+ (22)
During this reaction the incident ion X+ captures an electron from the electronic shell of the neutralM to form
an energetic neutral atom XENA and a cold ion M+. Only charge exchange reactions from incident protons
were considered. Cross sections used are 𝜎H+ ,H = 2.5 × 10−15 cm2 and 𝜎H+ ,O = 1 × 10−15 cm2 [Stebbings
et al., 1964; Stancil et al., 1999]. Although the cross section is almost constant in the range 40 eV–1 keV for
nonresonant reactions (e.g., H+, O), the cross section varies bymore than a decade for resonant reactions (e.g.,
H+, H). Previous simulation runs taking into account the energy dependency did not show a drastic change in
the results; therefore, we keep the cross section constant, as requested from themodel challenge conditions.
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The charge exchange ionization rate is
qCXM = 𝜎X+ ,M × nM × nX+ × vX+ (23)
with vX+ the velocity of the incident ion and nM and nX+ the densities of the neutralM and of the ion species
X+, respectively. To determine which macroparticles will undergo a charge exchange collision, we compute
the collision probability of each macroparticle with neutrals.
For each macroparticles, at each time step, we compute the probability for a macroparticle “p” to have a free
ﬂight (without charge exchange collision) within a volume with a density nM over a time larger or equal toΔt
(the time step). This probability is
p,M = exp (−𝜎X+ ,M × nM × vp × Δt) M = H,O (24)
Therefore, the probability to have a collision during the time stepΔt is
coll. p = 1 − ΠM=H,Op,M (25)
To determine if a macroparticle undergoes a charge exchange, a random number is drawn. If the proba-
bility to have a collision is larger than the random number, then the charge exchange is realized and the
parent macroparticle (X+), i.e., the whole cloud of physical ions, is neutralized and replaced by a daughter
macroparticle (M+) with the same weight, i.e., the same number of physical particles, at rest in the frame of
the planet. The daughter macroparticle can represent either H+ or O+ ions. To determine which ion species
will be represented by the macroparticle, we compute their relative probability of collision.
M = 1 − p,M∑
X=O,H(1 − p,M)coll. p, M = H,O (26)
If the random number is in the interval [0,H] the daughter macroparticle will represent H+ ions, while if the
random number is in the interval [H,H + O] the daughter macroparticle will represent O+ ions.
3.3. The Ionospheric Model
Obviously a 3-D global kinetic model, with a domain size of several Mars radius and a uniform spatial res-
olution, is not suited to describe the ionospheric dynamic in detail. The 1-D and 3-D ionospheric models
[Krasnopolsky, 2002; Fox, 2009; González-Galindo et al., 2013] which have amuch better spatial resolution and
a complete description of the ionospheric chemistry are more appropriate. A ﬁrst approach used by several
global models [Ma et al., 2004; Brecht and Ledvina, 2010; Dong et al., 2015a] is to simplify the ionospheric
description and limit the chemical reactions to the most important ones. We focus on the two main neutral
species of the Martian atmosphere (CO2 and O) below the exobase level (∼200 km height), the three major
ion species (O+2 , CO
+
2 , and O
+) and the main associated chemical reactions [Krasnopolsky, 2002].
The most important reactions included in this model are listed in http://www.issibern.ch/teams/
martianplasma/ and reported in Table 4 with their coeﬃcient rates and column rates. For an ion species iwith
number density ni, product ion rate Qi , loss rate Li and velocity vi , the continuity equation is
𝜕ni
𝜕t
+ ∇(nivi) = Qi − Li (27)
Photochemistry dominates at low altitude (<200 km) in the Martian dayside ionosphere, while transport
starts to become eﬀective around 250–300 km [Chaufray et al., 2014]. The transport term in equation (27) can
therefore be neglected in the lower ionosphere, which leads to production terms
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
qCO+2 =
𝜕n[CO+2 ]
𝜕t
= k1n[CO2] − k4n[CO
+
2 ]n[O] − k5n[CO
+
2 ]n[O]
q+O =
𝜕n[O+]
𝜕t
= k2n[CO2] + k3n[O] + k5n[CO
+
2 ]n[O] − k6n[O
+]n[CO2]
qO+2 =
𝜕n[O+2 ]
𝜕t
= k4n[CO
+
2 ]n[O] + k6n[O
+]n[CO2] − k7n[O
+
2 ]ne
(28)
The ki coeﬃcients correspond to rate coeﬃcients of the chemical reaction number i. The parameters k1, k2,
and k3 are photoproduction rates taking into account photoabsorption. During the simulation we compute
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Table 4. Reactions, Their Rate Coeﬃcients in cm−3 s−1 and Column Rates According to Krasnopolsky [2002] and
Ma et al. [2004]a
Reaction Number Reaction Equation Coeﬃcient Rates Column Rate
1 CO2 + h𝜈 −→ CO+2 + e 𝜆 < 902 Å 1.24e
+10
2 CO2 + h𝜈 −→ O+ + CO + e 𝜆 < 650 Å 1.09e+9
3 O + h𝜈 −→ O+ + e 𝜆 < 911 Å 1.20e+8
4 H + h𝜈 −→ H+ + e 𝜆 < 911 Å 1.00e+5
5 CO+2 + O −→ O
+
2 + CO 1.64e
−10 8.07e+9
6 CO+2 + O −→ O
+ + CO2 9.6e−11 4.72e+9
7 O+ + CO2 −→ O+2 + CO 1.1e
−9 6.28e+9
8 O+2 + e −→ O + O 1.95e
−7(300∕Te)0.7 1.36e+10
9 CO+2 + e −→ CO + O 3.5e
−7(300∕Te)0.5 7.52e+9
aColumn rates are in cm−2 s−1, corrected for radius, i.e., multiplied by (1 + r∕r0)2, and refer to medium solar activity.
the production in the ionospheric region according to equation (28). If the production term (for a given cell)
is positive, we add one macroparticle in the simulation with a numerical weight appropriate to represent the
number of physical ions produced in the volume of the cell during one time step and a zero velocity. In case
of a negative production term, a very rare event, we do not remove macroparticles.
Implementation of the ionosphere at initialization. At initialization, we assume that the ionosphere is in pho-
tochemical equilibrium (stationary ionosphere and no transport). From these two assumptions we can use
equation (27) to compute the ion density proﬁles. We load judiciously macroparticles in the simulation to
reproduce these ion density proﬁles (up to 450 km height). We initialize uniformly the whole simulation,
including the ionospheric region, boxwith a solarwindplasma (to keep the procedure simple). After the initial
loading the motion of the ionospheric particles is inhibited during the ﬁrst 50 Ω−1
H+
(about 2500 time steps):
this allows the solar wind plasma to start moving around the ionosphere and to develop a bow shock (BS)
upstream of the obstacle. Without this initial stage, the simple loading of themacroparticles of the solar wind
plasma led to a large convective electric ﬁeld, close to the ionopause, which removed a signiﬁcant part of the
upper ionosphere. During the simulation, we perform the ionospheric chemistry calculation only in a shell
below 350 km height.
Brecht and Ledvina [2012] used a slightly diﬀerent technique, they introduced a spherical grid where the
chemistry is performed on much higher resolution than the Cartesian grid. They preliminarily build up their
ionosphere by computing production rates and adding ionospheric macroparticles until they reach a pho-
tochemical equilibrium. Second, once the ionosphere has reached equilibrium, they start the advection of
the plasma and the evolution of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. A third technique used by Kallio et al. [2010] who
implemented a ﬂuid background ionosphere is introduced.
3.4. Solar Wind Plasma, and Initial and Boundary Conditions
Solar wind parameters have the values used for the ISSI challenge and are almost identical to parameters
used by Kallio et al. [2010], Brecht and Ledvina [2010], and case 5 of Ma et al. [2004]. The solar wind plasma is
characterized by a proton number density of n(H+sw) = 2.7 cm
−3, 5% of He++ particles, a proton temperature
of 13 eV, and a plasma speed of 485 km/s. The interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) is tangential to a Parker
spiral in the XYMSO plane with an angle of 56textdegree and a magnitude of 3 nT. Crustal magnetic ﬁelds are
not included in these simulations.
3.4.1. Initial Conditions
Initially, the computational domain is ﬁlled up by ionospheric particle (at rest) and by particles of the super-
sonic and superalvenic solar wind ﬂowwith a homogenous spatial distribution and aMaxwellian distribution
function. The magnetic ﬁeld is loaded uniformly in the simulation, including in the obstacle and the iono-
sphere, with the IMFmagnitude and direction. The electric ﬁeld at initialization is computed fromequation (7)
after estimating moments, currents, and electron pressure (equations (4)–(6)). When the simulation begins,
we start injecting newborn ions from the diﬀerent production sources, i.e., photoproduction, electron impact
ionization and charge exchange. As already mentioned, the ionospheric production is computed only below
350 km altitude and after t = 50Ω−1
H+
.
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Table 5. Characteristics of Simulation Runs Performed for This Study
RUN Number Solar Cycle “Hot” Corona Δx (km)
RUN A Minimum No 80
RUN B Minimum Yes 80
RUN C Maximum Yes 80
RUN C2 Maximum Yes 50
RUN C3 Maximum Yes 130
RUN C4 Maximum Yes 180
3.4.2. Boundary Conditions
For particles. Open boundary conditions are used in the X direction at the entry and the exit faces for the
solar wind plasma. At the entry of the simulation domain (X = 2.1RM), an ion ﬂux is imposed to preserve
the Maxwellian distribution function of the solar wind. The planetary plasma is allowed to leave freely the
simulation domain through any of its edges. There is no inﬂux of pickup ions at the side boundaries. On the
sides of the simulation box (Y = ±4.7RM and Z = ±4.7RM), periodic boundary conditions are imposed to
solar wind macroparticles. Such simple conditions are possible since the sides of the simulation box are far
away from the interaction region and the bow shock does not intersect the ﬂank of the simulation domain.
The Martian dense atmosphere is considered as a fully absorbing obstacle; particles reaching or penetrating
below an altitude of 110 km are stopped but are not removed from the system.
Electromagnetic ﬁelds. At the entrance of the simulation domain, the IMF and the convection electric ﬁeld
are imposed. Periodic conditions along Y and Z directions are applied to the electromagnetic ﬁelds. Open
conditions are used on the exit face (X = −2.7RM). No particular condition on the electromagnetic ﬁeld is
imposed inside the simulation domain.
4. Simulation Results
Six simulation runs have been performed and are summarized in Table 5. Identical solar wind parameters
have been used for all simulation runs (section 3.4). Only diﬀerent solar activities (minimum/maximum), the
presence or absence of a “hot” corona or not and the spatial resolution were changed from one simulation to
the other.
Simulations have been performed over 18,000 time steps with a particle time step ofΔt = 0.03ΩH+
SW
. It corre-
sponds to about t = 60Ttransit where Ttransit is the transit time through the simulation domain (along the X axis)
for an undisturbed solar wind particle. The CAM-CL algorithm includes a substepping of the magnetic ﬁeld,
we have chosenΔtB = Δt∕4. The simulation domain is meshed by a 3-D uniform Cartesian grid with a spatial
resolution ofΔx = 0.6 c∕wpi = 80 km for RUN A, RUN B, and RUN C. We used 200 × 386 × 386 grid points and
about 2.1 × 108 to 3.3 × 108 particles (for RUN A to RUN C). Each of these simulations needed about 80 Gb
RAMmemory and 13,440 h of cumulative CPU time. For RUN C2, with Δx = 0.375 c∕wpi = 50 km resolution,
the grid size is 320 × 608 × 608, the total number of particles is ∼1.3 × 109 particles. It required 325 Gb RAM
and 37,355 h (total accumulated CPU time).
For RUN C, Figure 3 displays four 3-D panels which illustrate the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld (Figure 3a),
the plasmabulk speed (Figure 3b), the solarwindprotondensity (Figure 3c), and theplanetaryO+ ions density
(Figure 3d). The 2-D plane cuts of most of the macroscopic parameters for RUN A, RUN B, and RUN C, are
provided in the supporting information.
In these simulations, the IMF lies in the XY plane, while the convected electric ﬁeld points toward the+Z direc-
tion. These new simulation results, as in previous simulation results [Modolo et al. 2005, 2006], exhibit themain
feature of the induced Martian magnetosphere. The BS is clearly visible and identiﬁed by an enhancement
of the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld (Figure 3a), an increase of solar wind proton density (Figure 3c), and
a decrease of the solar wind speed (Figure 3b). Multiple shock-like structures inside the magnetosheath can
also be seen. They correspond to signatures of the overshoot of the BS and are due to ion kinetic eﬀects. The
thickness of one of these structures is typically 1–3 c∕𝜔pi, which is signiﬁcantly larger than the spatial reso-
lution Δx = 0.6c∕𝜔pi. Additionally, a signiﬁcant asymmetry of the BS location in the XY plane can be seen
and is related to the parallel-perpendicular BS asymmetry. The quasi-parallel BS is closer to the obstacle side
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional illustrations of macroscopic parameters computed by our hybrid model. (a) The total
magnetic ﬁeld, (b) the plasma bulk speed, (c) the solar wind proton number density, and (d) O+ ion number density.
than to the quasi-perpendicular shock, as previously shown by global MHD results [Maet al., 2004;Najib et al.,
2011] and Mars Global Surveyor observations [Vignes et al., 2002]. Closer to the obstacle, a second boundary
can be seen on the magnetic and plasma speed ﬁgures which corresponds to the Induced Magnetosphere
Boundary (IMB) or Magnetic Pileup Boundary (MPB) [e.g., Bertucci et al., 2003; Lundin et al., 2004]. The mag-
netic pileup upstream of the obstacle occurs with an enhancement of themagnetic ﬁeld larger than 10 times
the IMF which can reach more than 50 nT upstream of the obstacle. At this boundary the ion composition
changes upstream in the inducedmagnetosphere; upstream to themagnetic pileup boundary, the solarwind
plasma does not signiﬁcantly penetrate and this cavity in the solar wind is partially ﬁlled by the planetary
plasma (Figures 3c and 3d). The induced magnetosphere region is thus governed by planetary plasma, the
bulk speed of which being relatively small (<50 km/s).
The XZ plane shows a strong asymmetry between the +E and −E hemispheres. Two pathways of planetary
O+ ions escape can be identiﬁed in Figure 3d: a plume-like region in the +E hemisphere where iono-
spheric/pickup ions are accelerated from the convection electric ﬁeld away from the planet, and an ion
tailward outﬂow slightly shifted in the −E hemisphere. In this hemisphere, a sharp boundary layer between
solar wind and planetary plasma is formed tailward, while on the +E hemisphere solar wind and planetary
plasma are much more mixed. Similar results have been found in other Martian global hybrid simulations
[Brain et al., 2010] and also in other simulations of plasma-unmagnetized atmosphere interaction [Simonet al.,
2006;ModoloandChanteur, 2008].Multispecies single-ﬂuidMHDmodels donot predict such asymmetry [e.g.,
Ma et al., 2004; Brain et al., 2010]. Simon et al. [2006] have attributed this asymmetry and the formation of an
induced composition boundary to the combined eﬀect of the convection electric ﬁeld and the electron pres-
sure gradient. In the −E hemisphere, the electric ﬁeld on the ﬂank of this boundary layer is pointing toward
the magnetospheric tail and prevents planetary ions to move outside this region. On the other hand, the
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magnetosheath plasma ﬂow is almost tangential to the boundary layer. The resulting electron pressure gra-
dient is then directed inward, so that the solar wind plasma particles cannotmove inside themagnetospheric
tail by the −𝛁Pe,i force [Simon et al., 2006]. In contrast, in the +E hemisphere, the convected electric ﬁeld
points outward of the ionospheric tail and the planetary plasma is eﬃciently mixed with the shocked solar
wind plasma. It increases the mass loading of the solar wind in this region and tends to reduce the plasma
speed and the convected electric ﬁeld. At dayside, the magnetic ﬁeld maps emphasize a similar asymmetry
in the XZ plane, the magnetic pileup being stronger in the +E hemisphere. This is induced by the stronger
mass-loading eﬀect of the solar wind which reduces the plasma bulk speed and the total electric ﬁeld. Such
an asymmetry has been observed by MGS [Vennerstrom et al., 2003] and has been reproduced by multiﬂuid
MHD and hybrid models [e.g., Brain et al., 2010; Najib et al., 2011; Dong et al., 2015a;Modolo et al., 2005].
4.1. Investigation of the Spatial Resolution
The most complete and accurate global 3-D multispecies single-ﬂuid simulation of the Martian ionized envi-
ronment has been developed byMa et al. [2004]. It has a varying radial resolution ranging from 10 km in the
ionosphere to 630 km in the solar wind, as the multiﬂuid MHD models developed by the same group [Najib
et al., 2011]. Mars ionosphere is a key region which represents a conductive obstacle to the solar wind and
contributes signiﬁcantly to the total escape of the ionized planetary particles. An accurate description of this
region is required to realistically describe the solar wind-Mars interaction. In the photoequilibrium region of
the ionosphere; the plasma scale height is essentially the same as the neutral scale height which ranges from
7 to 50 km (Table 1). Kinetic models are computationally expensive and a full 3-D simulation of the global
Martian environment can not yet be performedwith a resolution of 10 km. Diﬀerent solutions have been pro-
posed to reduce the computational resources required for a kinetic simulation run. Kallio et al. [2010] used a
hierarchical Cartesian grid, but their lowest resolution close to the obstacle is still 180 km, which forces them
to introduce a ﬂuid ion background to mimic the ionosphere. More recently, the same group has developed
a 3-D global spherical hybrid model for Venus [Dyadechkin et al., 2013], with a minimum radial resolution
of 200 km. The model gives a promising result but is not yet applied to the Mars-solar wind interaction.
Boesswetter et al. [2010] used a Moving Mesh Algorithm with a curvilinear grid, a so-called ﬁsh-eye grid,
allowing to have a spatial resolution of 76–130 km per cell around the boundary obstacle. The same group
has developed an Adaptative Mesh Reﬁnement model for Mercury, Titan, and comets [Müller et al., 2011] and
was able to reach 100 km resolution in the ﬁnest grid for Mercury. Brecht and Ledvina [2012] used a spherical
grid to resolve the ionospheric chemistry with a radial resolution of 10 km but compute the currents and the
electromagnetic ﬁelds evolution on a Cartesian grid of 150 km resolution. A multigrid version of our hybrid
model has been developed for Ganymede and allows reaching 125 km resolution [Leclercq et al., 2016], but it
has not yet been adapted to Mars and could potentially lead to 25 km resolution.
To summarize, kinetic Martian simulations have been performed with minimum spatial resolution between
100 and 200 km. To investigate the inﬂuence of the spatial resolution on the simulation results, we per-
formed a simple test. We used our model with a uniform Cartesian grid of diﬀerent spatial resolutions. RUN
C, our simulation reference with a spatial resolution of 80 km, has been rerun with spatial resolutions of
Δx=0.375c∕𝜔pi=50 km (RUNC2),Δx=0.975c∕𝜔pi=130 km (RUNC3), andΔx=1.35c∕𝜔pi=180 km (RUNC4).
Figure 4 gives an overview of the diﬀerences between the four simulation runs for the total magnetic ﬁeld
and O+ ion density in the XZ plane. The global magnetic structure is similar for the four runs with a clear
BS and magnetic pileup region. For the O+ ion density maps, the conclusion is similar, global patterns are
reproduced in the four simulations, particularly the plume-like population in the +E hemisphere and the ion
tailward outﬂow in the −E hemisphere.
However, a few diﬀerences can be noticed. A better representation of the dynamic plume is obvious in the
ﬁnest spatial resolution case due to a better statistics of the O+ ion (Figures 4g and 4h). The width of the
ionosphere, and therefore the size of the eﬀective obstacle, seems also to be correlated with the spatial reso-
lution. The modeled ionosphere of RUN C2 (Figure 4h) is less extended and slightly denser than the RUN C4
ones (Figure 4e), mostly due to a more accurate ionospheric chemistry description on the ﬁner grid. More-
over, small scale structures in the ion outﬂow tail can be seen on RUN C and RUN C2while a more uniform tail
distribution is simulated with coarser resolutions (RUN C3 and RUN C4). The diﬀerent tail dynamic between
RUN C and RUN C2 is attributed to numerical ﬂuctuations (not seen at other times of the simulation).
Multiple-shockmagnetic signatures are clearer on RUN C and RUN C2 (Figures 4c and 4d) with respect to RUN
C3 (Figure 4b). But themain diﬀerence betweens these runs dwells in themagnetic pileup region. For RUNC4,
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Figure 4. Simulation results of (a, e) RUN C4, (b, f ) RUN C3, (c, g) RUN C, and (d, h) RUN C2. The spatial resolution improves from left to right
(Δx = 180, 130, 80, and50 km). Figures 4a–4d show the total magnetic ﬁeld (in nT) in the XZ plane while Figures 4e–4h display the O+ ion number density (in
cm−3), log scale) in the same plane, plane containing the convection electric ﬁeld.
the largest magnetic ﬁeld reaches 25 nT in this region, while in RUN C and RUN C2 simulated magnetic ﬁeld
intensity reaches 50 nT or more, which is comparable to MGS observations in this region. RUN C3 is an inter-
mediate casewith amagnetic ﬁeld intensity reaching 30–35 nT. This diﬀerence ismainly accounted for by two
facts. RUN C and RUN C2 describe more properly the ionospheric dynamic with an electron number density
of ne∼105 cm−3 denser than in RUN C3 and RUNC4 (few 104 cm−3), suggesting a less conducting ionosphere.
The pressure balance is better conserved at the ionopause for RUN C and RUN C2 (not shown). Moreover,
the magnetic ﬁeld in the pileup boundary derives from the integration of Ampère’s law which involves a spa-
tial partial derivative of the electric ﬁeld. A ﬁner grid resolution gradients means that gradient and partial
derivatives should be better described.
4.2. Boundary Positions
To investigate the inﬂuence of the spatial resolution of the solar activity and of the presence of a suprathermal
corona on the BS andMPB positions, we compare these boundaries detected automatically in the simulation
with their average positions deduced fromMGS observations (Figure 5).
Bow shock. The average position of the BS position determined fromMGS observations is represented by the
dashed black line in Figure 5a, while the grey-shaded area indicates the variation of the average BS position
[Edberg et al., 2008]. In order to compare the simulated BS position to MGS observations, an automatic detec-
tion criterion has been used. For a given Z value, we search along the X axis the positionwhere themagnitude
of themagnetic ﬁeld exceeds 5nT. The ﬁrst value (starting from the solarwind toward theplanet, i.e., following
the −XMSO direction) is identiﬁed as the BS location. A criterion based on pressure balance between thermal
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Figure 5. Comparison of the (a) Bow Shock and (b) IMB position for the diﬀerent simulations (colored solid lines) and
average positions deduced from MGS observations (dashed grey line and shaded area representing the uncertainty of
the ﬁt to observations).
anddynamic pressures leads to a very similar result on the subsolar regionbut fails on theouter ﬂanks. Indeed,
on the ﬂank, the magnetosheath plasma is reaccelerated ﬂankward/tailward and a simple pressure form is
usually poorly fulﬁlled.
All BS locations are globally in good agreement with the observed average BS position. Simulated BS seems
to be less open than the average BS. One explanation relies on the Alfven Mach cone angle which is smaller
in the simulation than the average one, due to a slightly faster than usual solar wind used in the simulation
(485 km/s instead of ∼ 400 km/s in average at Mars).
For RUN A and RUN B, BS positions (red and green curves) are basically identical. Therefore, the suprathermal
corona does not aﬀect signiﬁcantly the BS location at minimum solar activity. The subsolar position of the
BS is located at X = 1.5RM. The average subsolar standoﬀ distance determined from MGS observations vary
between 1.58 ± 0.18RM and 1.64 ± 0.08RM [Edberg et al., 2008; Vignes et al., 2000]. The simulated BS location
is slightly closer to the planet than the observations.
The subsolar position for RUN C is ∼1.45 RM, slightly closer to the planet than for RUN B, suggesting a very
marginal eﬀect of the solar activity on this position. BS position in the terminator (+E and −E hemispheres)
diﬀers by 0.05–0.2 RM between RUN B and RUN C. However, the mass loading being more important for RUN
C, a larger asymmetry of the BS is seen.
RUN C and RUN C2 essentially simulate the same BS location within 0.05 RM in the +E hemisphere and in the
subsolar region. On the −E hemisphere (−ZMSO) the BS is signiﬁcantly farther away for RUN C2 which can be
explainedby the temporal patchy structure displayed in Figures 4d and 4h. This structure pushed away the BS.
RUN C, RUN C3, and RUN C4 have signiﬁcant diﬀerences on BS locations. When the simulations have a coarse
spatial resolution, the BS is found farther away from the obstacle. For RUN C4 the subsolar position of the BS
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is at∼1.67 RM. With a degraded resolution the ionosphere (obstacle) is more extended since the plasma scale
height is much smaller than the spatial resolution.
All simulated BS positions are slightly closer to the planet than the observed average BS location which can
be induced by two factors. First of all, MGS data cover a wide range of upstream plasma parameters while all
simulations in this paperwere performedwith a solarwinddynamic pressure slightly stronger than the typical
quiet conditions. Moreover, simulations do not take into account crustal ﬁelds which have been identiﬁed to
play an important role in the location of the MPB as well as of the BS [Edberg et al., 2008].
Magnetic pileup boundary. The same identiﬁcation technique is applied to the simulation results to detect
the location of the simulated magnetic pileup boundary. The criterion is still based on the magnitude of the
magnetic ﬁeld. In the case of theMPBwe look for values larger than 20 nT. The simulatedMPBproﬁle is incom-
plete because the 20 nT threshold cannot be fulﬁlled everywhere in the simulation, but the reconstructed
MPB proﬁle remains extended enough to compare toMGS observations. The average standoﬀ distance of the
MPB vary between 1.25 ± 0.03 RM and 1.33 ± 0.15 RM [Trotignon et al., 2006; Edberg et al., 2008]. As shown in
Figure 5b, all simulated MPB positions are found within the range of observed position of the MPB.
RUN A and B have the closest MPB with a subsolar position at 1.2–1.25RM. The position of the boundary for
the two simulations are very close to each other and the presence of a suprathermal corona does not seem
to play an important role on the location of the MPB.
For RUN C and RUN C2 the MPB has almost the same subsolar position (1.31 RM) and presents similar shapes
except for −ZMSO hemisphere where the MPB is more disturbed and pushed farther from the planet in RUN
C2. Here again, this discrepancy between RUN C and RUN C2 can be attributed to a magnetic pileup forming
upstream of patchy ionospheric structure moving on the ﬂank and tailward.
RUN C3 and RUN C4 suggest a position of the MPB close to the subsolar region at 1.29RM, which is quite
comparable to the average standoﬀ distance observed by MGS and Phobos 2.
The presence of the crustal ﬁeldsmight bemore important accordingly to theMGS results [Edberg et al., 2008].
4.3. O+ Ion Escape Rate
Global escape rates can be reconstructed from simulations and observational measurements. Plasma escape
rates derived from published simulations with diﬀerent models vary by a factor 20 for similar input condi-
tions [Brain et al., 2010]. For a various range of solar wind and solar radiation conditions, diﬀerences can reach
over 2 orders of magnitudes [e.g., Brecht and Ledvina, 2010;MaandNagy, 2007;Modolo et al., 2005; Kallio and
Janhunen, 2002].
Observational data do not suggest a clearer picture of the total escape rates. The estimates diﬀer by 2 orders
of magnitude [e.g., Lundin et al., 1989; Verigin et al., 1991; Barabash et al., 2007; Fränz et al., 2010; Nilsson et al.,
2011]. These estimates depend on the location of the measurements and on physical processes contributing
to the plasma loss, or the instrumentation, the geometrical assumptions used to derived the global escape
rate from local measurements, andmany other factors.Dubinin et al. [2011] and Lundin [2011] provide a good
review of the global escape rates deduced from Mars Express and former Martian missions. With the arrival
of MAVEN, the determination of the escape rate from the upper atmosphere to space at the present epoch is
now revisited with complete instrumentation packages dedicated to answer to this question [Jakosky et al.,
2015; Brain et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2015, 2015a].
To better understand the impact of the spatial resolution, of the solar activity and of the neutral corona on
the global O+ escape rates, we compare results from the diﬀerent simulations using diﬀerent methods to
reconstruct the simulated escape rate. Results of this calculation are summarized in Figure 6.
Global escape rates were computed from a snapshot at the end of each simulation. Three methods are used
to compute the escape rates: (1) at the outer boundary of the simulation (circle symbol), (2) at a spherical shell
centered on the planet with a radius of 2.06 RM (asterisk symbol), and (3) at a spherical shell centered on the
planet with a radius of 1.35 RM (diamond symbol). The escape rates displayed in Figure 6 correspond to the
total net O+ escape balance. To minimize the eﬀect of the numerical ﬂuctuations, intrinsic to the simulation,
escape rates have been averaged over a 400 km thickness for themethods using a spherical shell surface and
over 5Δx for the method using the outer boundary of the domain.
Simulated escape rate estimates span values between 0.2 and 3.7 × 1024 ions s−1. These estimates are consis-
tentwith estimates deduced fromobservations [e.g., Brain et al., 2015], which include all ions above 30 eV, and
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Figure 6. O+ ion escape from diﬀerent integration surfaces (diamond: spherical shell at the altitude of 1200 km; asterisk:
shell at 3600 km; circle: the outer simulation domain) and for the diﬀerent simulation runs (blue symbols). Green
symbols represent the contributions of the lower energy population to the total escape.
other global simulations [e.g.,MaandNagy, 2007;Dongetal., 2015a]. For a given run, the reconstructedescape
rate from the three methods varies by 18 to 36%, which conﬁrms the quasi-stationarity of the simulation.
RUN A and RUN B results diﬀer by a factor 2. The suprathermal oxygen corona account for half of the produc-
tion of escaping ions at solar minimum. RUN B and RUN C results diﬀer by a factor of ∼7 which accounts for
the eﬀect of the solar activity (maximum versus minimum) upon the total escape, even if it is not possible
to separate the respective role of the neutral corona and of the solar EUV intensity. RUN C and RUN C2 esti-
mated escape rate diﬀers by less than 10%. It conﬁrms that a simulation with aΔx = 80 km provides a similar
description of the Martian environment than a simulation withΔx = 50 km.
When the spatial resolution is degraded (RUN C3 and RUN C4), O+ escape rates are decreased by ∼25%. The
diﬀerence is due to the coarser description of the ionospheric region. The contribution of escaping ion O+
producedby the suprathermal oxygen corona is not expected to be altered since the sale height of the neutral
proﬁle (Table 1) is of the order of the spatial resolution.
Nilsson et al. [2012] have estimated the tailward ﬂux escape inside the nominal Induced Magnetospheric
Boundary as a function of the tail distance. The average value is 1.1 × 1024 s−1, while the total escape is esti-
mated to be equal to 2.2 × 1024 s−1. Nilsson et al. [2012] have also separated the contribution from the low-
and high-energy components (ions below and above 50 eV). Figure 6 from Nilsson et al. [2012] shows that at
X ∼1.35RM about 40–45%of the total escapeoccur at lowenergy (< 50eV),while atX ∼2.1RM the low-energy
ion escape rate falls to 20–25%.
The kinetic formalism of the simulation model allows to separate contributions from low- and high-energy
components. The contribution of the low-energy component for the diﬀerent simulations and ion ﬂux for
the diﬀerent methods of integration of the escape rate are reported in Figure 6. For RUN A, the low-energy
component contribution to the escaping ﬂux represents ∼30–37%, while for RUN B it falls to ∼5–10%. This
is consistent with the idea that ions produced by the suprathermal oxygen corona are created relatively far
away from the planet and are submitted to an important convection electric ﬁeld which quickly accelerates
these ions above the 50 eV detection threshold.
For RUN C the low-energy component of the O+ escape represents ∼3–13% of the total escape. Ions are
escaping mostly from two simulation planes: the −XMSO and the +ZMSO (+E hemisphere) exit planes. Ions
leaving the +ZMSO simulation plane contributes to 45% of the total escape (the O+ ions plume). In the plume
the energy of the escaping ions ismuch larger than 50 eV. Keeping constant the contribution of the plume for
the diﬀerent methods of integration of the escape rate, the simulated low-energy escape component of the
tailward outﬂow contributes to∼25% of the tailward ﬂow at X = 1.35RM and ∼6% at X = 2.03RM. It is slightly
below thepercentage obtained fromobservational data. Numerical ﬂuctuations of the simulated electric ﬁeld
might contribute to artiﬁcially accelerate the plasma.
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5. Summary and Conclusion
An improved version of the three-dimensional multispecies hybrid simulation model developed by Modolo
et al. [2005] has been presented in this paper. This new version of this code, called LatHyS, is parallelized and
a realistic description of the ionosphere is included. The parallelization is based on a domain decomposition
to be able to track about 1.3 billions of particles on a 320 × 608 × 608 mesh during 18 000 time steps. This
modeling eﬀort allows us to describe the Mars-solar wind interaction on a uniform Cartesian grid of 50 km
resolution which is, up to now, the ﬁnest resolution achieved for a global kinetic model. This forefront paral-
lelization development has been carried out in a generic way such that the LatHyS model is now applied to
several solar system objects, Mercury [Richer et al., 2012], Ganymede [Leclercq et al., 2016], and the Earth [Turc
et al., 2015]. In addition to this technical improvement, the hybrid simulation model has been improved to
take into accountmost of the physical processes involved in theMars-solar wind interaction. Crustal ﬁelds are
not included in the present results and will be addressed in a future paper. The strengths of this model are as
follows: (1) a kinetic description for ions, including Hall term, Larmor radius eﬀects; (2) a multispecies descrip-
tion (6 ion species); (3) two electronic ﬂuids (for solar wind and planetary electrons); (4) local ion production
from three ionization processes (photoioniozation, electron impact ionization, and charge exchange); (5) a
realistic ionosphere described by a simpliﬁed set of chemical equations; (6) a drag force term included in the
equations of ionic motion which describe the ion-neutral collisions in the ionosphere; and (7) the eﬀective
ionospheric conductivity computed locally.
In this paper, a parametric study is presented in order to determine the inﬂuence of the spatial resolution
on the simulation results and particularly on the location of the main plasma boundaries and on the total
escape. Simulation runs with resolution of Δx = 50 km (RUN C2), Δx = 80 km (RUN C), Δx = 130 km (RUN
C3), and Δx = 180 km (RUN C4) have been performed. Although the global patterns are relatively similar for
the diﬀerent runs, the ﬁnest grid simulations (RUN C and RUN C2) display clearly more details of the plasma
density, provide a better representation of the ionosphere, and suggest a strongermagnetic pileup compared
to coarser spatial resolution. The BS and theMPB positions are all within the variation of the average observed
positions. However, the coarser resolution induces a simulated BS location slightly farther from the planet
than the reﬁned grid simulations. Due to a better description of the ionosphere, plasma O+ escape is larger
by ∼25% in the case of reﬁned grid simulation with respect to coarser resolution simulation.
While the suprathermal oxygen population does not contribute to the plasma boundaries, it accounts for
half of the production of escaping ions. We computed the O+ escape rate with three diﬀerent methods (from
spheres at two distances from the planet and from the limits of the simulation box) and showed that a large
fractionof escaping ions originated frombelow1200 km in altitude. The solar EUVﬂux (and the corresponding
Martian corona) do not impact signiﬁcantly on the plasma boundaries location. However, the total O+ ion
escape is found to change by a factor ∼7 fromminimum to maximum solar activities.
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